
How can planting 
parsley upside down in 
different 
environments affect 
its growth?

Grade 8, Science project

wheeeeeeeee!



Introduction

How can planting parsley plants upside down and rightside up in 
different climates affect its growth? Which one will grow faster in 
which environment? (outside in the sunlight, outside in the shade, 
inside near a windowcell, or inside without a windocell)  



Research

● The upside down planting bags planters we’re going to use are 
able to use gravity as a vertical growing advantage. 

● In an upside down planting bags, no soil is exposed, so that 
means no weeds will come in. 

● Only a few herbs can grow upside down. Parsley was one of 
the ones that the website considered, so we went with that 
one.

● Parsley requires watering once or twice a week

Picture from: 
https://www.donotedit.com/how-to-find-a-g
ood-research-topic/

Info from:
https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/edible/herbs/hgen/
growing-herbs-upside-down.htm

https://www.donotedit.com/how-to-find-a-good-research-topic/
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Hypothesis

I actually think the pair of parsley's that’s planted inside of the house near the 
windowcell grow better because since it’s still cold outside, the growth of the 

other pairs planted outside will might be slowed down due to the weather. 
Even though the other pair that’s planted inside the house is protected from 

the weather, it’ll get less sunlight then the windowcell one and grow slightly 
slower. 



Materials

● 4 upside down growing bags
● 2 bags of planting soil. (better two have 2 just in case)
● Gardening shovel
● rope
● 8 containers of parsley
● Ruler 
● Lab notebook
● Pencil 
● Sharpie
● 4 Large containers
● Measuring cup
● 2 hanging stands



Procedure

1. Squeeze the bottom of the first container that holds a parsley plant.
2. Gently pull the plant out of its container.
3. Very gently loosen the roots from the dirt block to where the roots will be hanging from 

the dirt.
4. Unzip the first planting bag. The zipper is located on the bottom of the bag
5. Carefully insert the plant from the top to where only the plant will pop through the 

bottom. Navigate the plant to the small hole.
6. Zip up the bottom. (this will prevent the bottom plant from falling out)
7. Fill up the bag halfway with planting soil.
8. Put 3 shakes of plant food on top of the first half of soil.
9. Finish filling up the bag with soil. (stop when you’re a little bit above the seams that 

connect the handle to the bag)
10. Dig a small little hole.
11. Insert the plant in the hole.
12. Use the shovel to put some dirt around the plant.
13. Pack the dirt around the plant
14. Hang your first sample in one of the climates your testing. (sunlight, shade, windowcell, 

or somewhere else in the house that isn’t near a windowcell.



Procedure continued

15. Repeat steps 1-14 on the other 3 samples.

16. Make your first measurement recording, every day, it’ll have to be measured at the same 
time of day (Morning, noon, afternoon, evening or *nighttime).

Things to consider: Water the plants 900 ml twice a week or when the soil feels dry. Watch to 
make sure some water drips from the bottom (look at the picture below) so both sides get 
water. Note down weather conditions like wind or rain. 

*That’s what I chose



Analysis

Dates Plant 1 (In the sunlight) Plant 2 (In the shade) Plant 3 (In our dining room) Plant 4 (Near A windowcell)

1/15 top: 5.5in bottom: 3.25in top: 4.75in bottom: 4 5/16in top: 4.5in bottom: 5.5in top: 4 9/16in bottom: 5.25in

1/16 top: 5in bottom: 4in top: 5.25in bottom: 4 5/8in top: 5in bottom: 5.75in top: 5 1/8in bottom: 5.5in

1/17 top: 5.5in bottom: 4in top: 7.25 bottom: 4.5in top: 4 11/16in bottom: 5 13/16 in top: 6 3/16in bottom: 5 3/16in

1/18 top: 5in bottom: 4in top: 5.5in bottom: 4 9/16in top: 5in bottom: 6.25in top: 7in bottom: 5in

1/19 top: 5in bottom: 3 15/16in top: 6 bottom: 4.75in top: 5 11/16in bottom: 6 3/16in top: 7in bottom: 5.25in

1/20 top: 5.5in bottom: 3 7/8in top: 5.75in bottom:4in top: 5.75in bottom: 6in top: 8in bottom: 5 3/16in

1/21 top: 5.5in bottom: 4in top: 5in bottom: 4.5in top: 5.75in bottom: 6.25in top: 7.5in bottom: 5 1/8in

1/22 top: 5in bottom: 4in top: 5in bottom: 4.5in top: 5 7/8in bottom: 6.75in top: 7 11/16in bottom: 5.25in

1/23 top: 5.5in bottom: 3.75in top: 5in bottom:4 1/8in top: 6.5in bottom: 6in top: 8in bottom: 5in

1/24 top: 5 1/16in bottom: 3.75in top: 5 1/8in bottom: 4 5/16in top: 5 7/8in bottom: 6.25in top: 7 5/8in bottom: 5in

1/25 top: 5.25in bottom: 4in top: 5 1/8in bottom: 4.75in top: 6 15/16in bottom: 5 7/8in top: 8.25in bottom: 5in

1/26 top: 5.5in bottom: 3.25in top: 5in bottom: 4.5in top: 6.25in bottom: 5 15/16in top: 9.5in bottom: 5.25in

1/27 top: 5.25in bottom: 3 7/8in top: 5.5in bottom: 4 3/8in top: 6 1/8 bottom: 5.75in top: 9 11/16in bottom: 5.5in

1/28 top: 5 5/8in bottom: 3 3/8in top: 5 1/8in bottom: 4 11/16in top: 5.75in bottom: 5 5/8in top: 10in bottom: 5.75in

1/29 top: 5 3/8in bottom: 3 5/8in top: 5.25in bottom: 4 3/8in top: 5.5in bottom: 5 3/8in top: 9.75in bottom: 5.25in

1/30 top: 5.75in bottom: 3 11/16in top: 5in bottom: 4 5/8in top: 5.75in bottom: 5.5in top: 9 3/16in bottom: 5.5in

2/1 top: 5.75in bottom: 4in top: 6 15/16in bottom: 4.5in top: 5 5/8in bottom: 5 5/16in top: 10.75in bottom: 9.75in

2/2 top: 5.25in bottom: 4 1/8in top: 6in bottom: 4.5in top: 5 5/8in bottom: 5 13/16in top: 10 1/16in bottom: 5 5/8in



The plants after the experiment

Almost or is 
dead

Me measuring plant 4.
That one was my 
hypothesis, turns out I 
was right!



Conclusion

During the experient, I’ve learned that the parsley plants will grow taller when their right side 
up, not upside down. On plant 3, you can see that the stems on top are way more taller than the 
stems on bottom, but the bottom side gets more bushier than the top. I think because we bought 
pre-grown parsley from The Home Depot, their used to growing right side up, not upside down. If it 
was warmer outside, I think that plant 1 would’ve gotten more taller because plant 3 was inside the 
warm house, outside in the cold air.

One of the things I noticed every one and a while was that one day, a plant is taller, then the 
next day, it’s slightly shorter. Since I was using curved parsley, I think it was because it curved down a 
bit. Another thing that I cannot really explain is that some of the upside down stems are trying to 
curve up.

Currently, I believe plant 3’s bottom is dead now, I figured it was because it didn’t get enough 
sunlight. I figured that out because since they’re getting the same amount of water and only that one 
plant is dying, it can’t be overwatering.



Resources

     Picture in slide 3 from: https://www.donotedit.com/how-to-find-a-good-research-topic/

     I used: https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/edible/herbs/hgen/growing-herbs-upside-down.htm for 
my reasearch

Pictures in the title and slide 1 from: https://www.shutterstock.com/search/cartoon+parsley
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